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New GIB® Fire Rated
Systems Manual
Released.
Overview of Changes

NEW PRODUCT

— GIB Fire Soundseal®

— GIB® Grabber® Drill Point Fine   

Thread screw

NEW SYSTEMS

— Smoke separation wall

— GBTL 30c

— GBUW 60 / GBUC 60 – Revised

— GBUW 180

— GBS 90b / GBS 60b

— GBS 120b

— GIB® Panel Shaft

OTHER ADDITIONS

— NLB steel stud centres and wall 

height guidance

— ‘Top-down’ fire exposure design

guidance

— Metal components used within

suspended ceiling grid systems

— Clarifications to junction details

including deflection heads

For further information visit

gib.co.nz or call the

GIB® Helpline 0800 100 442.

AS YOU SETTLE into another year, I hope you take the time to read 
through the range of articles in this issue of Build. Staying up to 
date with changes in the industry and learning about better ways of 
doing things can be the difference between success and failure or a 
building that performs well and one that doesn’t.

We often tackle tricky junction details in Build, and this issue, we 
have the construction sequence for a particularly tricky dormer roof 
junction detail (pages 28–31). There are also some design pointers 
to ensure wall bracing performs at its best in light timber-framed 
houses. These bracing distribution recommendations have come out 
of BRANZ’s engineering research to understand how the bracing in 
light timber-framed buildings dealt with the forces in the Canterbury 
earthquakes (pages 33–34). 

Our features take us from towns to cities and then on to managing 
building sites. Good urban and suburban design is the key to 
creating healthy and vibrant places. We find out the best places in 
New Zealand to live and do business and what they have in common 
(pages 42–43). The districts with biggest expected population growth 
are revealed – these will have an associated high demand for housing 
(pages 44–45). We look at current urban design issues and trends 
(pages 46–47) and examples of two developments near Christchurch 
that have integrated Māori urban design elements (pages 53–54). 

If you are a licensed building practitioner, you will find your 
compulsory skills maintenance reading on pages 79–83. If not, you 
may still find the article on business tools and tricks from a quantity 
surveying perspective interesting.

We also have a request for feedback from those in the industry 
who have experience with engineered wood products. You can help 
a BRANZ project improve understanding of where and how these 
are being used in New Zealand and ultimately the development of 
guidelines for their use (page 72). 

So, grab yourself a coffee and dive into Build. There will be 
something for everyone.
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